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In [1] we have shown that the distributive law for classes in certain of 
the Galois domains 
GD ~ 
is contained in the distributive laws for the corresponding classes in the 
summand fields GF(p~.O. In this note we derive a similar result for the 
integers modulo 
n 
lip?. 
Let 
q~ 
N= 1-IPT, 
t=0 
where p~ = eft -k 1 and thef~ are pairwise relatively prime; put 
n 
No =:[I P~, 
t=0 
the square-free part of N, and N' = N/No. Then, ifg is a generator ofZN, 
it belongs to the exponent 
n 
d= eN' l-IA 
i=0 
X i -~- 
modulo N, and if 
l~ (modpi) 
(mo,, H,:.'), 
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we have that 
= 1-I x i . s= 0,1 ..... d - -  1;k i= 0,1 ..... e - -  1 
is the group of  units in ZN 9 Further, if ~ = (ko, kl ..... k~- i ,  k~ = 0), 
we define the cyclotomic lasses 
C~= lg ~l - [x~ ~(m~ d- -  1 
for each (n + 1)-uple k satisfying 0 ~< ki ~ e --  1 for all i ---- 0, 1 .... , n - -  1, 
and the cyclotomic number (k, fc')ar to be the number of solutions of the 
equation 
Z~ + 1 ~ Z~, (mod N); Z~ e C~, Z1;, s C~,, 
Finally, i fA~: i  ~ O, 1,..,, n are arbitrary (n • n)-matrices and P and Q 
are, the permutat ion matrices 
e= -', -' Q= _ ,I- ' 
we define, for ordered (n + 1)-uples E and/c '  (k, = k'~ = 0) the pairs 
~ l'0 {[/~,/~']A,} = * Ai ~- (Pk'AiQ~; , i=0 i 
where po = QO ___ lo, and . denotes the inner product of the (n + l) 
matrices. 
We now show that 
(h, k')N = [~, h'1%~,,, 
i.e., that 
= N'[~, k'lcfi,~, 
where E~.~ is the cyclotomic matrix for Z~ and e, corresponding to the 
generator g. 
LEMMA. (~:, ~,')N = N'(~, E')lv ~ . 
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PROOF: If, for fixed s and t, 
n 9 
gS f i  x~' + 1 ~- g t I-I x~ kj (mod N), 
i=O j=0 
then certainly 
ki ~ gt  gS f i  xi +1 f i  x~; (mod No), 
/=0 5=0 
and, since g is also a generator of ZN ~ , this latter congruence is satisfied 
N/No = N '  times as s and t vary. 
The  result 
) {(f~, ~')N} = N' 
i~O ~~ 
now follows from [1 ], Theorem 7. 
The above result can be used to evaluate arithmetic functions on ZN in 
terms of the corresponding functions on the Z~ ~ As  an examPl e, we 
present he ,analysis for the Lagrange function in the case N= po~p~ 1 .
Let N ~ po~p~ 1 , ~ ---- exp(2~ri/e) and, for fixed m and n such that e 
divides none of rn; n, nor m + n, define 
e--1 e--I 
RN(rn, n) = ~ )~,,i ~ A-(m+n)~(i ' ] ) , .  
i=O J=O 
By the preceding discussion, 
e --1 e --1 
RN(m, n) = N '  ~ )~i ~ A-(~+n)J(i,j)N ~
i=o j=0 
: N'R~co(m, n),: 
and this, by [1] Theorem 2, is equal to 
N'R~o(m, n) R~l(--m, --n). 
The above analysis is an exact model for the general situation. 
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